Information transfer between T cell subsets is directed by I-J+ antigen nonspecific molecules.
T cell antigen-specific suppressor factors (TsF) consist of two distinct polypeptide chains: one that binds antigen (ABM) and one that bears I-J region markers (I-J+ chain). We studied the functional role of these two molecules in delivering the biologic message of suppression to its appropriate target cell. Two different biologically active TsF were used in these studies: TsiF, a T suppressor-inducer factor consisting of an ABM secreted by Ly-1 T cells (Ti-ABM) and an I-J+ subfactor secreted by Ly-1 T cells (I-Ji), which initiates the suppressor circuit by inducing an Ly-1,2 T cell; and TseF, a T suppressor-effector factor consisting of an ABM secreted by Ly-2 T cells (Te-ABM) and an I-J+ subfactor secreted by Ly-1 T cells (I-Je), which delivers the biologic message of suppression to the T helper (TH) cell. In both TsF, the ABM and I-J+ chain are noncovalently associated and can be easily separated. Both molecules must be present, however, for biologic activity of the TsF to be manifest. We studied the role of each chain in delivering these biologically active messages by constructing "hybrid" factors made from mixing the ABM from TsiF with I-J+ chains from either TsiF or TseF and determined which of these chains could reconstitute functional TsiF activity. Likewise, we mixed the AMB from TseF with I-J+ chains of TsiF or TseF to determine which I-J+ chain could reconstitute TseF activity. We found that I-J+ chain from TsiF (I-Ji) can reconstitute ABM from TsiF to form a functional TsiF capable of inducing suppression but cannot reconstitute ABM from TseF to form a functional TsiF capable of suppressing the activity of TH cells. Likewise, the addition of I-J+ chain from TseF to ABM from TseF can reconstitute its ability to suppress TH responses, but I-J+ chain from TsiF plus ABM from TseF has no effect on these TH cell responses. We did find, however, that this hybrid TsF composed of the ABM from TseF and the I-J+ chain from TsiF is capable of suppressing the Ly-1,2 Ttrans cell, the cell normally induced by the ABM + I-J+ suppressor inducer complex from T suppressor-inducer cells (TsiF).(ABSTRACT TRUNCATED AT 400 WORDS)